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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
Graduation Exercises 
August 12, 1989 
Clemson, South Carolina 
CENTENNIAL 
18891989 
Graduation 
Saturday, August 12, 1989 
11:00 a. n1. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
The Reverend Thomas C. Davis 
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
President Max Lennon 
Recognition of President's Award Recipients 
Address to Graduating Class 
Leslie G. Mccraw, Jr. 
President, Fluor Corporation 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Max Lennon 
Welcome to New Alumni 
J. Ryan White 
President, Alumni Association 
Benediction 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. John Jefferson Porter, University Marshal 
Visitors are not allowed on the floor of the coliseum for photographic or other purposes until 
after the commencement address. Access to the floor of the coliseum will be allowed beginning 
with the conferring of degrees of the doctoral candidates. Please return to your seat promptly 
after making photographs in order to keep distraction on the floor at a minimum. 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. Such 
expressions frequently detract from the reoognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully but urgently requested. 
HONORARY DEGREE 
MISS MARTHA FRANKS 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES 
Miss Martha Franks, retired Baptist missionary, has lived a life devoted to 
serving others. "Miss Martha," as she is affectionately known, retired in 1966 to 
her hometown of Laurens after a 41-year career in China and Taiwan. 
Youngest of six children in a church-going family, her interest in becoming a 
missionary began to develop as a child in the Sunbeam Band, a Baptist organi-
zation for children, at First Baptist Church of Laurens. She made her commitment 
to foreign mission work while a student at Winthrop College, where she majored 
in education with emphasis on kindergarten work and earned a B.A. degree. 
Miss Franks taught kindergarten in Virginia for two years, and then went to 
Louisville, Kentucky, to study at the Woman's Missionary Union Training School 
(now merged with Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) for a year. In 1925 she 
was appointed by the Foreign Mission Board and sailed for China. 
Upon retirement, Miss Franks had given more than 40 years of service 
among the Chinese. She had lived through their wars and revolutions and was 
twice interned by hostile armies. She had witnessed their sufferings under the 
repressive regimes of the Japanese and the Communists and had felt the effects 
of the great social and political upheaval which was to alter profoundly the old 
China she had known. 
Her last overseas post was Hsinchu, Taiwan, where she worked in a church 
for a year before her return to the States in 1965. Previously she was dean of 
women at Baptist theological seminaries in Taipei, Taiwan, and Shanghai and 
Hwanghsien, China, and educational and evangelistic worker in Hwanghsien and 
Tsining, China. 
There are many stories about her warmth, wit, persistence and versatility. 
She played the accordion for street meetings in Taipei, attracting crowds from 
which came the nucleus of True Light Baptist Church. She taught a seven-year-
old blind boy to read by forming Chinese characters for him with marbles placed 
in a tray of sand. And she drove a panel truck from Laurens to San Francisco so 
she could take it to Taiwan for use in Baptist work. 
Since returning home, she has directed her energies toward the establish-
ment in Laurens of a Christian retirement center for r1etirees from all faiths. 
Ground was broken in 1983, and today, the Martha Franks Baptist Retirement 
Center is among the finest in the state. But Miss Franks' work in her "retirement" 
years has not been limited to her concerns for the aging. 
She began a new ministry among her own people, driving to places through-
out the Carolinas and Georgia to fulfill a heavy schedule of speaking engagements, 
mostly to high school students, to tell them first-hand about the oppressions of 
Communism. 
It has been said of her that, "Wherever Martha Franks goes, she leaves a 
trail of sunshine." Others have said, "In joy, sadness, illness, despair, disappoint-
ment, or triumph, she always knows exactly what to say, when to say it, and how 
to say it." 
Clemson University is honored to recognize and salute the life's work of 
a great humanitarian, Miss Martha Franks, through the presentation of this 
honorary doctoral degree. 
HONORARY DEGREE 
HOWARD ALLEN SCHNEIDERMAN 
DOCTOR OF LETTERS 
Dr. Howard A. Schneiderman is senior vice president of research and devel-
opment and chief scientist at the Monsanto Company of St. Louis, Missouri. 
Dr. Schneiderman joined Monsanto in 1979 and can be credited with the 
company's bold moves into the field of biotechnology. He has been a key player 
in establishing Monsanto as a leader in basic and applied biotechnology research. 
Dr. Schneiderman also has forged university-industry programs for basic research 
in biology which are among the most successful anywhere. 
In 1987 Clemson joined with Monsanto as an academic collaborator in a 
research partnership to field test a genetically engineered soil microorganism 
developed by Monsanto scientists. 
Dr. Schneiderman serves as an Advisory Director to the Monsanto Board of 
Directors and a member of the company's Executive Management Committee. He 
is a member of the Board of Directors of G. D. Searle & Co., a pharmaceutical 
company wholly owned by Monsanto. 
A New York native, he earned his B.A. degree at Swarthmore College, gradu-
ating with high honors in mathematics and natural sciences, and his M.A. (zoo-
logy)) and Ph.D. (physiology) degrees at Harvard University. 
An avid backpacker, he is a member of the Board of Trustees of the 
Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton, the Expert Committee for the Secretariat of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development, many professional societies, and he was on the 
Board of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 
He is presently a member of the visiting committees of Harvard University 
and Carnegie Mellon University and is an Adjunct Professor of Biochemistry and 
of Biology at Washington University in St. Louis. He is a member of the Board of 
Trustees of the Missouri Botanical Garden. He also remains professor on Leave 
at the University of California, Irvine, where he maintains an active professional 
interest in research in developmental biology. 
Dr. Schneiderman has been a member of many editorial and advisory boards 
and continues to edit a series of textbooks in biology. He has authored more 
than 200 published research papers on various subjects, including developmental 
biology and genetics, insect biochemistry, and plant growth. More recently he 
has published various articles on industrial biotechnology and on unlversity-
industry interactions. 
In 1975 he was elected a member of the National Academy of Sciences and 
a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 1983 the University 
of Nebraska gave him the Gustavson Award, and the Entomological Society of 
America named him recipient of its Founder's Memorial Award. He holds a 
Presidential appointment to the National Science Board. His term will expire in 
1992. 
Clemson University holds Dr. Howard Schneiderman and his distinguished 
achievements in the highest regard, and it is both an honor and a pleasure to 
award this honorary doctoral degree to him. 
The President's Award 
JOHN B. AMOS LESLIE G. McGRAW, JR. 
JOHN B. AMOS 
John B. Amos heads a multimillion dollar insurance and communications organiza-
tion from its corporate headquarters in Columbus, Georgia. He is chairman and chief 
executive officer of American Family Corporation and American Family Life Assurance 
Company, which he founded in 1955. 
American Family Corporation is a holding company with various subsidiaries. One 
of them, American Family Life Assurance Company, has become the world's leading 
seller of cancer insurance. Other subsidiaries include a broadcast group of eight TV 
stations and a diversified printing and communications operation. 
His 1ies with Clemson began during the University's campaign to build the Strom 
Thurmond Institute Building. He was the largest single benefactor toward construction 
of this project. Long a friend and admirer of South Carolina's senior senator, Mr. Amos 
currently is serving as national chairman of 1he $3.7 million campaign to endow the 
Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public Affairs. 
He is a native of Enterprise, Alabama, and is a champion of America's system of 
free enterprise. At age 14, Mr. Amos founded a weekly newspaper in Florida and was 
its editor and publisher for five years. He studied pre-law at the University of Miami 
and earned his J.D. degree at the University of Florida Law School in 1949. 
His honors include the "Georgian of the Year" Award presented in 1986 by the 
National Association of Broadcasters. In 1987 Mr. Amos was named by Forbes Maga-
zine as the chief executive officer of the most innovative insurance company. 
LESLIE G. McCRAW, JR. 
From his boyhood in the shadows of Tillman Hall to the head of a multinational 
corporation based on the West Coast, South Carolinian and Clemson University alum-
nus Leslie Mccraw has nurtured and maintained an affection for his alma mater. 
Born in nearby Sandy Springs, Les is president of Fluor Corporation, which had 
revenues last year of more than $5 billion. He earned his undergraduate degree at 
Clemson, graduating in 1956 with a B.S. degree in civil engineering and a commission 
in the Air Force. 
In 1975 he joined Greenville's Daniel Construction, then one of the top five con-
structors in the nation. Daniel was purchased by Fluor Corporation in 1977, and Les 
was named president of Daniel in 1982. He became CEO in 1984 and was named to 
Fluor's Board of Directors in 1984. 
In 1986 he was named president and CEO of a new company - Fluor Daniel -
which melded the engineering, construction and maintenance capabilities of Fluor and 
Daniel. He set up the company's headquarters in Irvine, California, and began the 
challenging task of merging two corporate cultures. In 1988 he was named President 
of Fluor Corporation. 
His commitment to higher education is exemplified by the time he devotes to 
serving on the Board of Trustees for Hampden-Sydney College and Columbia College, 
and at Clemson, where he has been a close adviser to President Max Lennon, serving 
as chairman of the President's Advisory Council. He also is a strong advocate of 
Clemson's College of Engineering and serves on its Advisory Board. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Louis P. Batson, Jr., Chairman _____________________ Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr., Vice Chairman _______________ Columbia 
Billy L. Amick -----------------------------·------ Batesburg 
J. J. Britton ------------ ---------- ------------------ Sumter 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. ___________________________ Charleston 
W. G. Deschamps, Jr. ____________________________ Bishopville 
Louis B. Lynn ------------------------------------ Columbia 
Paul W. McAlister ------- -------- ------ ------------- Laurens 
Buck Mickel ------------------------------------- Greenville 
James C. Self ------------------------- ---------- Greenwood 
B. Marion Smith --- ------------------------------- Columbia 
James M. Waddell, Jr. ----- ------------------------- Beaufort 
Allen P. Wood - ----- ---------------- - - ------------- Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
William N. Geiger, Jr. ---------------------- -------- Columbia 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. ____________________________ Charleston 
D. Leslie Tindal ---------------------------------- Pinewood 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Max Lennon ______________________ President 
W. David Maxwell _________________ Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Hugh J. Clausen __________________ Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
G. Jay Gogue ____________________ Vice President for 
Research 
David R. Larson __________________ Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Manning N. Lomax ________________ Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
Gary A. Ransdell __________________ Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
Milton B. Wise ____________________ Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources · 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, officers, Trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its mar-
shal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of 
colors that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were estab-
lished by the American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College Colors Discipline 
Agriculture Maize Agriculture 
Architecture Brown Fine Arts 
Lilac Architecture 
Commerce & Industry Copper Economics 
Drab Business 
Education Light Blue Education 
Engineering Orange Engineering 
Forest & Recreation Russet Forestry 
Resources Sage Green Recreation Education 
Liberal Arts Dark Blue Philosophy 
White Letters & Humanities 
Cream Social Science 
Library Lemon Library 
Nursing Apricot Nursing 
Sciences Golden Yellow Sciences 
Staff Purple & Orange Academic Support 
Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic cos-
tumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread ; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelors' gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors . Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variat ion is a colored gown usually of the univer-
sity's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the discipline studied and the awarding institution. 
First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' lar-
ger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the discipline is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown . Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution . The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V" ). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that reg-
istered combination . 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military re-
galia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University marshal. Clad in 
a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the Presi-
dent into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close 
of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, 
the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic club-
like shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man 's pre-
history. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in 
gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) and 
amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by th·e senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the 
late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late 
Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, 
Connie Floyd, the coat of arms represents the historic 
three-fold mission of this institution: teaching, research 
and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided 
into three parts. The bottom contains a series of open 
books representing the concept of teaching as the ba-
sis of the land-grant university. The white of the books 
and the purple of the background designate the teach-
ing mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets 
of calipers and wheat sheaves illustrating the measure-
ment system for research, as well as Clemson's tradi-
tion in agriculture and Extension. The three symbols -
the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also repre-
sent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange cen-
ter shield bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the 
abiding spirit of Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes 
Thomas Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become 
"the people's university" for South Carolinians. It rises 
from a band of purple, orange, white and gold. The 
outer pair of colors, purple and gold, are the official 
colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
FARRELL BLENN BROWN, Acting Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agronomy 
Domingo Magslno Jarlel - ------------------------------ --------------- - College, Laguna, Philippines 
B.S., M.S., University of the Philippines 
Dissertation: Genotyplc Variation of Maize Responses to Aluminum and pH In Nutrient Solution 
Nutrition 
Richard Charles Forney -------- ----------------------------------- ------ ---------- Bradenton, Fla. 
B.S., Edinboro University of Pennsylvania; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation : An Investigation into Avian Gastrin in the Ch ick 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Industrial Management 
Jack Arthur Gowan, Jr. ---------------------------------- ------------------------ Bi rm ingham, Ala. 
B.S., MBA, Samford University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Alternative Forms of Knowledge Representation on Decision Making Consen-
sus and Accuracy 
Rajendra Vishwanath Nargundkar ----- ----------------------------------- --- - ----- - ------- Clemson 
B.E., Osmania University 
Dissertation : Operationalizing Marketing Flt and Operating Fit 
Suzanne Jones Smith ------------- -------------------------------- --------------------- - Columbia 
B.S., Presbyterian College; B.E., Vanderbilt University 
Dissertation: A Simulation Study of Dynamic Planned Lead Times in Material Requ irements Planning 
Systems 
Deborah Helen Stevenson ----- ---------------------------- -------------- -------------- Oakton, Va. 
B.S., MBA, Florida Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Transfer of Expertise Jn Expert Systems Used as Job Aids : A Laboratory Investigation 
Management Science 
Mel issa Cauthen Bowers ---------------------------------------------------------------- Rome, Ga. 
B.S., University of Georg ia 
Dissertation: A Hierarchical Model for Production Planning 
Frances Knowland Porcher 
COLL'EGE OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocatlonal and Technical Education 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., University of Alabama 
Seneca 
Dissertation: The Effect of Instruction on Teacher Attitude Regarding School Placement of HIV Infected 
Children with Impl ications for Nursing Education 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Stewart Vandiver Bowers Ill 
B.S., M.S., University of Georgia 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Engineering 
Monroe, Ga. 
Dissertation: Nondestructive Testing to Determine Internal Quality of Fruit (Field of Specialization: 
Agricultural Engineering) 
James Louis Brickell ----- ------------- ---- -------------------- --- --------------------- Charleston 
B.S., U. S. Air Force Academy; M.S., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign 
Dissertation: The Effects of Surfactants on the Desorption of Organic Contaminants from Aquifer 
Materials (Field of Specialization: Environmental Systems Engineering) 
Michael Jerome Buschermohle ----------------------------- - - ----------------------- Louisville, Ky. 
B.S., University of Kentucky; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Temperature and Moisture Migration Patterns in Stored Grains in High Radiation Climates 
(Field of Specialization : Agricultural Engineering) 
Kevin Gerald Kemp --------------- ---- --- ----------------------- ------- ---------- Durban, S. Africa 
B.S., M.S., University of Natal 
Dissertation: The Prediction of Early Failures in VLSI Interconnects Due to Random Subtractive Defects 
(Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering) 
Md Ayubur Rahman ---- -------- - - ----------- ------------- ----- --------------- - Khulna, Bangladesh 
BSC, Bangladesh Univ. of Eng. & Tech., M.S., Marquette University 
Dissertation: Analytical Investigat ion of the Behavior and Failure of Composite Masonry Walls (Field of 
Specialization: Civil Engineering) 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Kathleen Lucille Andereck 
B.S., University of Wisconsin-Madison; M.S., Texas A&M University 
Dissertation: Perceived Crowding among Visitors in a Built Recreation Environment 
Rock Island, Ill. 
Patricia Ann Maguire --------------------------------------------------------------------- Central 
B.S., College of Saint Elizabeth; MPRTM, Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Comparative Analysis of Outbound Tourism Generation from Newly Industrial ized Countries 
In East Asia 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemistry 
Sungho Hu - ------------- ------------ ------ ---- --------------------- - - - ------- ---------- Clemson 
B.S., Seoul National University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The High Field Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Study of the N-terminal Region of Glycophorin A 
Caibao Qian ---- ----------- - ------------------------------ - - ---------------------- Jiangsu, China 
B.S., Suzhou Institute of Silk; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: 23NA NMR Study of Competitive Binding of Ions to Polyelectrolytes and Flory-Huggins 
Theory with Fluctuation Corrections from Path Integral 
Ashok K. Kabi Satpathy ------ ------------------------------------------------------ Rourkela, India 
B.S., M.S., Sambalpur University; M.S., West Virginia University 
Dissertation: Polyazine Complexes of Transition Metals-Synthesis, Characterization and Excited State 
Properties 
Computer Science 
Eleanor O'Meara Hare 
B.A., Hollins College; M.S. , Clemson University 
Dissertation : Algorithms for Grids and Grid-like Graphs 
Clemson 
Gene Arthur Tagliarini ------------------------------------------------- -------------- Tampa, Fla. 
B.A., M.A., University of South Florida 
Dissertation: Fundamental Principles of Combinatorial Problems on Neural Networks 
Mathematical Sciences 
Bruce Edward Barrett Clemson 
B.S., College of Charleston; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation : Variable Selection and Influence Diagnostics in Multivariate Regression 
Chandrasekharan Narayanan --------------------------------------------- ---------- Madurai, India 
B.E., MSE, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay; BSC, Madurai Kamaraj University 
Dissertation: Fase Parallel Algorithms and Enumeration Techniques for Partial K-Trees 
Steven Wayne Ramsier ---------------------------------- --------------------- ------- Creston, Ohio 
B.S., Baldwin-Wallace College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Graphical Representations of Multivariate Data 
Microbiology 
Robert Eugene Mclaughlin ------------------------------------ ---------------- South Casco, Maine 
B.S., University of Maine 
Dissertation: Transposon Mutagenesis and Complementation of the Fructokinase Gene In Rhlzobium 
leguminosarum Biovar trifolil 
Tony Edward Morris ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Taylors 
B.S., Bob Jones University 
Dissertation: Changes in lmmunocompetence Level of Individuals Exposed in Tanning Beds and of 
Cancer Patients Undergoing Therapy 
Calvin Christian Wilhide I 11 -------------------------------------------------------- Baltimore, Md. 
B.S., Loyola College 
Dissertation : The Jmmunocompetence Levels of Cancer Patients and of the Elderly Compared to Healthy 
Individuals and the Effects of an Alkylating Agent on the Replication of T Lymphocytes 
Physics 
Eldred Anthony Ribeiro ------------------------------------------------------------------ Clemson 
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Quantitative Gel Electrophoresis of DNA and Enumeration of UV-Induced Thymine Dimers 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
AND MASTERS' DEGREES 
FARRELL BLENN BROWN, Acting Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Sarah Silliman Bunton ____ Moravian Falls, N. C. Charles Leo Michel 111 ______ Rogersville, Tenn. 
James Matthew Cummings ------- ---- Clemson Chris Lee Sigmon -------- ----- Conover, N. C. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Animal and Food Industries 
Ju lie Ann Russler Long --------------- Central 
Julie Kathleen Northcutt ------- ---- Greenville 
Christine Jayne Payne ------- -- Plymouth, Wis. 
Mary El izabeth Poole -------------- Charleston 
Soumya Roy ---------- - ------- Calcutta, India 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Dayton Eugene Baker ----------- ---- Columbia David James Wise San Marcos, Texas 
Nutrition 
David William Hunt ---------- Newburgh, N. Y. 
Plant Pathology 
Wuqlao Yuan ------------------ Beijing, China 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Lynn Finkelstein Boggs ------------- Anderson 
Randall Donald Clamp -------------- Lexington 
Herbert James Hames, Jr. - --------------- Irmo 
John Harold Phares, Jr. ----- ------------ Greer 
Suzanne Ridgway -------- ---- Jacksonville, Fla. 
Gable Delorme Stubbs ------------ Mt. Pleasant 
Barbara Lynn Clement __________ Brevard, N. C. 
Roger Wade De Weese --------------- Jackson 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Claudio Rafael Volonte Canelones, Uruguay Wayne Matthew Walters ______ Montgomery, Pa. 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Ann Brown Poss _______ Signal Mountain, Tenn. 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Robin Faulkner -------------- Lexington, N. C. John Scott Kuhn ----------- --- --- Spartanburg 
Vladimir llyich Leschinsky ------ --- Greenville 
William Henry Rogers - - ------ ---- - --- -- Aiken 
Charles Lee Sutton ------ ----- --- Simpsonville 
Gregory Grant Grigaitis ______ Cl ifton Park, N. Y. 
Markus Gerhard Hess 
------ ------ Frankfurt am Main, W. Germany 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Dorothy Grace Altman -------------- Anderson 
Kimberly Dannette Castor __________ Rome, Ga. 
Lisa Marlene Timpson Fair _____ Asheville, N. C. 
Richard E. Kershner ---------------- Greenville 
Dale Innes Pocock ----------------- Greenville 
Katherine Nicole Stroup _____ Kannapolis, N. C. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
John Peter Sophocleus ---------------- Liberty 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Industrial Management 
Sylvie E. Baux -------------- Toulouse, France Francoise C. Peron ______ Clermont-FD, France 
Anne Giavarlnl ---------- Castelmayran, France Corinne Sulssa ------------------- Pau, France 
Janet Renell Hooper - --------------- Edgefield James Calvin Teague, Jr. ------------ Clemson 
Claude Meau --------------- Merlgnac, France John Duncan Tomlinson ------------ Lynchburg 
Philippe Mejamolle _______ Lannemezan, France William Ernest Tumblin II ---- -------- Laurens 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Mike Edward Mahaffey ------- -------- Pickens Robert Lewis McClinton ----------- Greenwood 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Rosemary Marett Bryan -------------- Clemson Isaura Machado Dos Reis ____ Covilha, Portugal 
Kirby Lee Everette --------------- Simpsonville Timothy Ray Sheriff ------- --------- Anderson 
Sharon Holcombe Finley -------------- Pickens Tony Rutherford Smith - ------------- Anderson 
Karle Fredrick Maxwell --------- Demorest, Ga. Bonnie Ferrell Treherne ------------ Anderson 
Harold Leon McPhail -------------- Greenville Phyllis Edwards Walton 
Sandra Cook Mickens ----------- ------ Easley ------------ - --- Nuernberg, West Germany 
Jeannie Baltimore Monson _________ Greenville 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
Phyllis Deal Adkins -------------------- Easley Robert John McFarland _______ Long Beach, Ca. 
Elizabeth Ann Bobo ------ -------------- Easley Matthew James Munford ------ -- Laramie, Wyo. 
Ann Robbins Brackett ------------- Charleston Sarah Beth Neely ---- -------------- Greenville 
Patricia Jane Branyon ______________ Anderson Kathy Fowler Painter ---------------- Chesnee 
Christi Huddleston Broadus ________ Greenville Ruthe Olga Paul ---------------------- Central 
Janis Marie Burns ------------------- Oswego Anne Gibson Plant ---------- ------ Greenwood 
Suzanne Marie Chance - ---------------- Newry Jul ie Ann Royster --------------------- Sumter 
Lynda Garrison Collins ---------------- Taylors Jane Graham Sanders ---------------- Hodges 
Robert Kenneth Douglas Judy Sears Saxon ------------------- Anderson 
------------------ South Toms River, N. J. Kathy Diane Smith -------------- ----- Gaffney 
Jennifer Louise Fennell ------- ------ Columbia Tina Dianne Smith ---------------- Greenwood 
Diane Harrison Ferrelli -----·----- Old Lyme, Ct. Peggy Bishop Swofford ------------ Greenwood 
Kenneth Bradley Howington ________ Blacksburg Michael Paul Wasik ---------- Vero Beach, Fla. 
Brenda Keller Lipe ______________ Simpsonvllle Carol Paige Watson - - - ---- - ---------- Pickens 
Elnita Monelila Lipford ____________ Greenwood Kathleen Brady Whisnant ----- -- Travelers Rest 
Lewis Dean Martin ---------------- ---- Easley Jane Regan Windham ------------------ Lamar 
Shelly Rae Mayfield - - ---------------- Gaffney 
Elementary Education 
Edna Hiatt Bryan ------------------- Edgefield Martha Harvey Mosley ---------------- Central 
Nancy Theresa Douglas ---------- ----- Mauldin Susan Couch Roach ---------- ------ Greenville 
Joy Lynn Gaines ----------------- - - - - -- Norris Rayal Tresler Sanders --------- -------- Taylors 
Rhonda Bradberry Harman __________ Abbeville Lisa Orr Towe ------------------------- Seneca 
Deborah Lynn Miller _________ Hot Coffee, Miss. Wanda Christie Wates _______________ Edgefield 
Pamela Spearman Moore __________ Greenwood Joyce Daves White ----------------- - Clemson 
Kristeen Witter Morrow ___________ Toccoa, Ga. 
Reading 
Elizabeth Byers Adams ---------------- Easley Melanie Dawn Leard --------- ---- Simpsonville 
Suzanne Corder Black ------------- Honea Path Andrea Suzanne Lee -------- ------ Atlanta, Ga. 
Ladelle Qualls Holcombe __________ Williamston Judy Rochester Quarles - ---- - -------- - Seneca 
Anna Gay Hopkins - - ---------------- Townville Angela Marie Smith ------------------ Donalds 
Carolyn Phillips Johnson ____________ Anderson Charles William Suttles ________ Covington, Ind. 
Sarah Adele Keller ----------------- Greenville 
Secondary Education 
Bertha Pruitt Allison ------------------ Pickens Barbara Gay Teasley ----------- --- - Anderson 
Mary Lou Jones ---------- Hendersonville, N. C. Mary Catherine Wood --- - ------------- Central 
David Howard Pepper ----------- ----- Walhalla 
Special Education 
Kimberly Owens Nicholson - ----------- Seneca Lori DiRienzo Thomas --------------- Abbeville 
Lynne Greer O'Dell ------------ ------- Central Elisabeth Elrod Watson -------------- Piedmont 
Julie Denise Rhodes --------- ------- Hartsville 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Lawrence William Appleton _______ Powdersville Ann F. Moore - --------------------- Greenville 
Marion Len Moorefield ---------- ---- Lancaster David Sidney Cooper ________________ Columbia 
Craig K. Erickson ------------------ Greenville 
Barbara Brown Hammond ------------ Anderson 
Laura Lee ---------------------------- Belton 
Gregory Sharp Martin -------------- Greenville 
David James McMann -------- Blue Point, N. Y. 
Wanda Hatcher Perry ____________ Fountain Inn 
David Louis Pollacci ____________ Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Carla Newton Steele ____________ Hartwell, Ga. 
Julianne Gehlken Zeigler ---------- Charleston 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Electrical Engineering 
David Paul Chabinec ------ ----- New Haven, Ct. Nick Alan Parsons -------- ---- Little Rock, Ark. 
Richard John Kree -------- ---- Columbus, Ohio John Raymond Peters --------- Mesquite, Texas 
Susan Fleischer Lang ---------- St. Louis, Mo. James Reyes - -------- ----- --- Shillington, Pa. 
Ricky Lynn Marley __________ Greensboro, N. C. Larry Alan Stulak --------- -- Lackawanna, N. Y. 
James Joseph Menth _________ Little Rock, Ark. William Edward Teague ______ Burlington, N. C. 
Carlyle Browning Owens, Jr. __ Greensboro, N. C. 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
James Hillery Grant ------------------ - Saluda Kent Philip Halloran ------------ Rossford, Ohio 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Brian Harold Baghdady -------------- Clemson Nathaniel Roy Ordway ------- ----- Ithaca, N. Y. 
Keith Eric Greenawalt _____________ Butler, Pa. Tracy Lynne Schening - - ------------- Elgin, Ill. 
Coimbatore Mohanasundaram Jayashankar Marian Gayle Schmier _______ Middletown, R. I. 
-------- ---------------- Coimbatore, India Kendal Todd Snider ------- -- Los Alamos, N. M. 
Chemical Engineering 
Laurence Edwin Allen 111 __ Council Bluffs, Iowa Lin-En Kuo -------------- ------ Taipei, Taiwan 
Gary Joseph Hayes --------- North Salem, N. Y. Mark Leon Zoolalian --------- Philadelphia, Pa. 
Civil Engineering 
Kim Jean Martin ----------- ---- - - Mt. Pleasant Tracy Lynette Sheppard --------- --- Charleston 
Michael Francis Matthews ------- - --- - Clemson Yashpal Bhudeva Singh ______ Stony Brook, N. Y. 
Computer Engineering 
Robert Francis Bryant -------------- Lake View Rangarajan Parthasarathy ---- --- Madras, India 
Srinivas Kumar ---------------- Bombay, India Sanjay Surana ---- --------------- Indore, India 
Donald Mark Moore -------------- Simpsonville Vlrendra Rex Vase ________ Poona, Maharashtra 
Electrical Engineering 
Daniel Oliver Adams ---------------- Columbia Robert Scott Hall __________ St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Li Sheng Cai ------------------ Beijing, China Todd Wayne Nichols -------- ---------- Saluda 
Willie Theodore Davis ------------------ Lugoff Debra Lynn Parrott ------------------ Florence 
Shardul Puranjan Divatia --- - - --- - Poona, India Snehalkumar Pramodbhal Vashi 
Vipul Doshi ---------- - - ------ Pantnagar, India ------------------- ------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Krishnakumar Durairaj ---- - - ---- Madras, India Hari Prasad Vellanki --- ----- Vijayawada, India 
Yujun Fu - - ------------------ Shanghai , China Kenneth Gary White - -------- Springfield, Tenn. 
Engineering Mechanics 
Brian Earl Lamm Spartanburg Diwakar Pandey -------------- ---- Patna, India 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Georg Alchinger ------------- ---- Linz, Austria Sheila Elizabeth McCormick ____ Fairmont, N. C. 
Lisa Jeanne Bowie ------------ New Bern, N. C. Mohammad Naziruddin ______ Trivandrum, India 
Hock Guan Chong ----- Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Industrial Engineering 
Anish BaiJal --------------------
Mauricio Rafael Celin 
Bhopal, India Upendra Govil --------- - - ------ Bombay, India 
Ari el Gatmaitan Palacios 
------- ------ Barranquilla, Colombia, S. A. ------------------ Quezon City, Philippines 
Mechanical Engineering 
William Clark Buck ---------- New Orleans, La. Daniel Emory Molnar ______________ Berlin, Md. 
Frank Jeffrey Keller -------- Seneca Falls, N. Y. Prabodh Laxman Ratnaparkhi ____ Bombay, India 
Daniel Jonathan Lefitz _____ Woodland Hills, Ca. Derek Fleming Solley -------------- Greenville 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF FORESTRY 
Alan Hill Jones ---------- ----- Rochester, N. Y. Michael Glynn Shealy 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forestry 
Richard Eric Larkin ______________ Orangeburg 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Walter Frederick Kuentzel, Jr. ___ Brevard, N. C. 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Simpsonville 
Karen Patricia Barnes ------------- Charleston Ann Epps Skipper ___________________ Clemson 
Caroline Elizabeth Calhoun _________ Greenville Kami Lynn Spangenberg ___________ Miami, Fla. 
Gayle Martin Pruitt ________________ ____ Belton Joseph Lee Tinsley ____________________ Easley 
History 
Laura Louise Benjamin - ---------------- Easley 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
Lorri Elizabeth Medlin __________ Concord, N. C. Jhy Wang --------------- ------ Taipei, Taiwan 
Botany 
Dale Charles Soblo Columbia 
Chemistry 
Sharon Denise Davis ____ _______ Dahlonega, Ga. 
Computer Science 
William Gregory Crosmun ___ __ Los Angeles, Ca. Robert John Schwartz ---------- Marion, S. Oak. 
Kevin Michael Hanrahan _____ Silver Spring, Md. James Walter Silhavy ---------- Wauseon, Ohio 
Gary Milne LaBeau ____________ Ypsilanti, Mich. Cheryl Lynn Wilson ---------- Middletown, N. J. 
Mathematical Sciences 
Edward Andrew Brzezinski ----------- Anderson 
Nancy Kaye Cauthen ---------- - - - -- Great Falls 
Hai Due Chu - - - - ----------- Minneapol is, Minn. 
Joanne Elizabeth DeVoe _____ Long Vall ey, N. J. 
David Ray Hare --------------------- Clemson 
Jennifer Ann Kaminski - --- ---- Avon Lake, Oh io 
Mark McKay ---- - ------ - ------ -- St. Louis, Mo. 
Michael Keith Plsarcik ---- - ---- Homer City, Pa. 
Paul Lawrence Stephenson 111 
----------------- ------ Schwenksville, Pa. 
Nancy Steele Trimble ---- - ---- ---- Summerville 
Microbiology 
Kelley Prather Black -------- Richardson, Texas Thomas Michael Dixon - --- --- Spearman, Texas 
Wenren Chaung ---------- - ---- Tainan, Taiwan 
Physics 
Mark Benensohn Drucker ___ Old Bethpage, N. Y. Susan Arrowood Willard __ _____ Asheville, N. C. 
Michael Anthony Kalinosky ___ Hazel Green, Wis. 
Zoology 
Louis Deluca Wantagh, N. Y. 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
JAMES HOWARD DANIELS, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology 
Jonathan Day Mohr -------- --- -- Unionville, Pa. 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
John Jay Boland ----------------------- Greer 
Agronomy 
Ricky Dale Hodges ---------------------- Loris 
Animal Industries 
Catherine Lee Sternberg - ---- - ------ Columbia 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Robert Derick Durham -------- - - ------ Pickens Brandon Gordon Stutts --- ----------- Columbia 
Gregory Floyd Gilstrap ------- - ----- - -- Seneca 
Food Science 
Mary Beth Decker - - ----------- Hamburg, N. J. 
Horticulture 
Walker White Mcleod, Jr. ------------- Chapin Gene Michael Rast - ------------- St. Matthews 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
Karen Denise Owen --------------- Williamston Lawrence David Tobe -------------- Davie, Fla. 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Barbara Jane Bagwell ------------ Spartanburg Christopher A. Calhoun --- ----------- Rock Hill 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Building Science and Management 
Ronald George Burt -------------- - -- Clemson Peter Alexander McKellar IV ------ Mt. Pleasant 
Scott Bryan Burton -------- --- --- Westminster Tracie Thompson Shuford - ------------ Sumter 
Christopher Condon - - ------- Severna Park, Md. David Lee Smith ------------------- - Columbia 
Brent Alan Dowell - -------------- - Spartanburg ***Mark Scott Staal ------------------- Central 
Timothy Franklin Ellisor ----------------- Irmo Gregory Gene Tucker - ---- ------ Covington, Va. 
Billy Ray Jackson, Jr. ----------- North Augusta *Gregory Michael Williamson ------ Vidalia, Ga. 
Douglas Harris Jefferson ---------- - - - - - Lamar (Degree awarded posthumously) 
Charles Malone Johnson -------- Concord, N. C. 
Design 
Elizabeth Hankins Lee ------------ Spartanburg Gregory Gene Tucker - - - -------- Covington, Va. 
Juleen Marie Russell ---------- Surfside Beach Lyons Hunter Williams IV -------- --- Charleston 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
RYAN CUSTER AMACHER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Jon Eric Anderson St. Petersburg , Fla. William Thomas Menichillo _ Basking Ridge, N. J. 
Trudy Mickle Haggwood ---------- --- Columbia Michael Ray Poteat -------------------- Inman 
**Ashley Lynn Johnson --------- Shalimar, Fla. Jennifer Lynn Textor ------- -- Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
Cynthia Dawn Johnson - - --------------- Union L. Katherine Tuck -------------- ---- Greenville 
Edward Scott Mayfield - - ----------- ---- - Greer Barbara Renee Williams ---------- Goose Creek 
Economics 
Robert Lesslie Gettys ------------------ Easley William Charles Robertson ______ North Augusta 
Allen Najeeb Rasheed -------------- Joliet, Ill. 
Financial Management 
Jason Alonzo Abbott ---------- -------- Seneca Brian Jay Lemere --------------- ---- Walhalla 
Stephen Paul Allison - ------ --- --------- Inman Katherine Anne Lennert ------ Tullahoma, Tenn. 
Teresa Armstrong ---------------- Fountain Inn James Lis ------------------------ Bristol, Ct. 
Gregg Allen Blaine _____________ Rockville, Md. Marlene Hughey Reeves --------- --- - Piedmont 
Jeffrey Donrell Casey ---------------- Roebuck John Anthony Rich ---------------- Orangeburg 
*'Kristin Mary Coakley ----- ---- Neptune, N. J. Lee Ann Schriver ------------- ------ Anderson 
Diana D. Farnan ------------------ Bowie, Md. William Rustin Seyle --- -------- Savannah, Ga. 
Karen Patricia Ferro ------------------ Sumter Lisa Rose Truzzolino ------ - Staten Island, N. Y. 
Peter John Franetovich ----------- Bel Air, Md. 'Richard William Varalla - --------- Atlanta, Ga. 
Daniel Earl Kimbrell ------------------- Inman Mary Virginia Watts ------ ---------- Greenville 
Theresa Ann Laws -------- ---------- Greenville Mary Erwin Worth ------- Southern Pines, N. C. 
Industrial Management 
John Albert Cadena ----- ------- Moncks Corner 
Lee Ann Chandler ------------------- Rock Hill 
Anne Martin Ellis - - ------------------ Bluffton 
Leona Camille Forrest ------------- Charleston 
James David Harrell -------- --------- Florence 
Joseph Mark Holder ------------- ------ Liberty 
Brent Douglas Waldfogel ___________ Mesa, Ariz. 
Sandra Deloris Williams _________ Bennettsville 
Management 
Zelda Lafaye Anderson ---------------- Sumter 
Bradley Ray Bailey ------------------ Ashevi lle 
Michael Wilson Barnes ----------- Spartanburg 
Robin Rene Bradley ------------- --- --- Sumter 
*Michelle Capps Bramlett --------- Westminster 
John Wilson Burnett ___________ Dunwoody, Ga. 
Douglas Gibson Campbell ---------- Greenville 
Sheila Marlene Chapman ___________ Greenville 
John Douglass Cook --------------- Greenville 
William Thomas Cunningham ------------ Greer 
Thomas Monroe Drew ------------------ Rains 
David Herbert Dunning ----------- Summerville 
*Kenneth O' Neal Garrett ------------ Prosperity 
John David Good JV ----------------- Rock Hill 
Carol Anne Gruber ----------------- Greenville 
George Miller Haines ------------ Nyack, N. Y. 
Russell Benedict Hebert Ill ---------- Clemson 
Maurice Michael Herod _________ Sanford, N. C. 
*Laurie Suzette Hutchins --------- Spartanburg 
Kevin Duane Koger --------- ------------ Greer 
Janice Lee McAlister ------- - - ------ Anderson 
Tara Zane McEntire ---------------- Greenville 
Christoph er Steven Morocco ----- - - Athens, Ga. 
David William Penney --------- ------- Clemson 
Lisa Clover Peterson -------------- - Pendleton 
Wil liam Scott Prendergast ------- -- Vienna, Va. 
George Wise Segars ------------------ Sumter 
Carolyn Beardsley Sill iman ------- Marietta, Ga. 
Darren Charles Simmons ---- - ---- Summerville 
James J. Slovic II -------------------- Central 
Brook Thomas Smith -------- ---- Louisville, Ky. 
Roger Scott Snape --------- ----------- Easley 
John Louis Stathis --------- -- Westchester, Pa. 
Perry Wayne Teat -------- --- -------- Clemson 
Thomas Daniel Tempe ---- ----- -- Milford, N. J. 
Christine Lynn Trask ----------- ---- --- Sumter 
Rodney Gene Williams ----- --- ----- ----- Irmo 
Merkellng 
Michael Scott Bennett -------------- Anderson Laura Kristin Okoniewski ____ Cocoa Beach, Fla. 
Ronald Frankin English ---------------- Easley Kelly Christine Quackenbush _____ Ramsey, N. J. 
R. Mitchell Faile -------------------- Florence James Bernard Rawl ------------- ---- Laurens 
Ben Simmons Greer ------------------ Conway Christopher Todd Strange ------- --- --- Sumter 
Tariq Gibran Hamid ------------------- Easley Lydia Lynn Taylor - - - - - ---- ----- Savannah, Ga. 
Geoffrey Bryan Kay ----------- ---- Honea Path Julie Boulden Waters ----- - -- Jacksonville, Fla. 
Kristine Anne Manuel ---------- Setauket, N. Y. Stephanie Laura Watkins -------- -------- Irmo 
Robert Michael Norton ----------- Wexford, Pa. Jill Kirstin Whited - ----- West Palm Beach, Fla. 
Textile Chemistry 
*James Foster Von Schmittou ·----- Clarksville, Tenn. 
Textile Management 
Kirk Anthony Nix -------------------- Walhalla Henry David Poston ------------ -- Johnsonville 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
GORDON WAL TEA GRAY, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Cheryl Lynn Caley ------------- ------ Clemson Honore Martini ---------------------- Clemson 
Stephanie Louise Facelli ------------- Rock Hill Caro l Gray Suber -------------------- Clemson 
Kelly Susan Keith ------------ Landenberg, Pa. Amy Esther Whitmire -------------- Greenwood 
Elementary Education 
Pamela Jane Bracken ---------------- -- Easley Melissa Ann Huntley ----------------- Fort Mill 
Laura Louise Burgess _______ Charleston, W. Va. Rhonda Rae Kirby ------------------ Lake City 
Harriet Watson Byars ------------------ Easley Joseph Paul Parker ---------------- Greenville 
**Lisa Caroline Cox ---------------- Anderson Nancy Lynn Ruckman -------- Jacksonville, Fla. 
*Denise Anita Duncan ---------------- Conway Suzanne Spencer Shuler ---------- Orangeburg 
Shana Tate Eiland -------------------- Seneca Thelma Dawn Townsend ------------ Lake View 
Kathleen Ann Fox ------------- Great Falls, Va. Donna Elizabeth Watson --------------- Sumter 
Kelly Leigh Hester ------------------ Piedmont 
Secondary Education 
Mamye Cecile Alexander - - - ------ - - - -- Seneca Gina Kay Seay ----------------- -- Spartanburg 
Carrie Shane Counihan ________ Ocean City, Md. *Timothy Charles Teitloff _______ Smithland, Ky. 
James Nathaniel Earle ----------------- Easley *Rosemary Ann Holland Wise ---------- Seneca 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
History and Secondary Education 
*Christopher James Cameron __ Methuen, Mass. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
Margaret Elliott Andrews __ Hendersonville, N. C. Katherine Marie Davis ---------------- Pickens 
William Gregory Burch ---------- North Augusta Christopher Lewis Monroe ----------- Columbia 
Jane Marie Collins -------------------- Easley Joseph Ernest Vaughn Ill ------------ Walhalla 
Meredith Lynn Craig --------- Silver Spring, Md. 
Industrial Education 
John Babb Ballinger ----------------- Clemson 
Brady Dean Freeman ------------- Williamston 
Ronald Kelvin Hall -------------------- Easley 
Joe Arthur Haynes, Jr. ____ Hendersonville, N. C. 
Susan Elizabeth Howe ------------ Summerville 
David Edwin Sartain - --------------- Anderson 
Duane Everett Walker --- ------ Forest Park, Ga. 
Sh irley Gail Wheeler - - - - - ----------- Anderson 
Science Teaching 
Katherine Joan Bachman 
-------------------- St. Clair Shores, Mich. 
Michelle Lynn Toney - -------- Bluefield, W. Va. 
Ronald Nehemiah Wearing ----------- Andrews 
Christine Lanette Long ------------ Greenwood 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH CHARLES JENNETT, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering Js jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Christopher Conway Thomas -------- - ·-- Fairfax 
Ceramic Engineering 
Luis Felipe Borja __________ Guayaquil, Ecuador William Ferris Tudor ----------- North Augusta 
Jennifer Gail Ledbetter -------------- Hanahan 
Chemical Engineering 
Albert Dale Cheek - ----------------- Columbia James Phillip Kicklighter, Jr. ------- Dorchester 
Harry Lee Defore, Jr. ------------- Spartanburg James Richard Neely - --- ------- Naperville, Ill. 
Elizabeth Tracy Goode ____ Rutherfordton, N. C. •••Barbara Davis Riedel --- ------ --- Anderson 
.. James Vincent Haney ------ ---- Conyers, Ga. Samuel Johnson Speights, Jr. -------- Piedmont 
Civil Engineering 
Brian Tucker Bates ----------------- Columbia James Madison Kizer, Jr. ____ Fayetteville, N. C. 
Guy Julian Boardman ___________ Travelers Rest t .. •Phyllis Kohl ------- ---- ------- Dorchester 
George Gregory Burbage _________ Summerville Ron Jeffrey Parker --------------------- Aiken 
Paul Christopher Burbage ---------- Charleston ... Frederick Scott Sprouse --------- Ninety Six 
William Henry Elam, Jr. -------------- Clemson Todd Winthrop Stephens -------- Rockville, Md. 
Andrews Eugene Groves, Jr. --------- Columbia Allen Howard Youngblade -------- Findlay, Ohio 
Computer Engineering 
Sharon Elaine Beckett -------- - Bridgeton, N. J. David Allen Merrill ------------------ Columbia 
William Calvin Finley, Jr. ------------- Camden John Holman Miller __________________ Clemson 
Kevin Rembert Lingle ------------- Orangeburg Pau la Carol Shealy --------------- - - -- Chapin 
Shawn Edward Margolin _______ Clearwater, Fla. 
Electrical Engineering 
James Gwin Bagley, Jr. ----------- ---- Chester Harry Alan Hutson - --------------- Summerville 
Craig Richard Berger ------ Kennett Square, Pa. Michael Anthony Lentl - - ------------ Columbia 
Robert Wesley Blair, Jr. ___ St. Petersburg, Fla. Michael Allen McGeachie _________ Fountain Inn 
Dawn Marie Bolen --------------- Marietta, Ga. Ellen Diane Neely ------------------ Rock Hill 
Ronald Raymond Bussiere ______ Ridgefield, Ct. David William Ouzts ------------ West Columbia 
t• .. Nancy Lynne Cronin _______ Melbourne, Fla. 
Kirk Martin Elliott ---- ---------- ----- Rock Hill 
Timothy Genovese ------------- Florissant, Mo. 
Thomas Milton Griffin IV ------ Matthews, N. C. 
Karl Christopher Horne ------ - Panama, Panama 
Paul David Hughes ---- ------ Wilmington, N. C. 
Sheryl Lynn Parsons ---------------- Columbia 
Kevin Vincent Rowe --------------- Charleston 
Daniel Joseph Santos -------------- Charleston 
Robert Edward Smith -------------- Deland, Fla. 
Casandra Lynn Whitlock - ------------- Trenton 
Engineering Analysis 
Harry W. Fatkin Ill ----- ------- Concord, Maine 
Engineering Technology 
William Kaye Allen, Jr. -------------- Columbia 
Industrial Engineering 
Robert Gene Clark, Jr. ------------- Charleston Stefan Peter Laios -------------- Rockville, Md. 
Micheal Alecia Green ----- ---------- Anderson Kristine Ann Scherer ------------- Yardley, Pa. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Daniel Alexander Bringham ____ Alexandria, Va. Timothy Andre Jones ------------- Spartanburg 
James Paul Broussard ----------------- Easley Jacqueline Michele Kruk ------- Surfside Beach 
Christopher John Constantine ______ Charleston Monty Eugene Latham --------- ------ Lockhart 
Glenn DeWitt Counsil - - --- - - -- Glastonbury, Ct. Jonathan Arthur Lowry ----------- Summerville 
•Mark Edward Dye ------------ - - - ------- Irmo Beth Ellen Ludwig -------- ---- -------- Marion 
Donald Bryan Finch ____________ North Augusta Jimmie Bryant Phillips, Jr. ------- St. Matthews 
Dennis Michael Greene _____________ Greenville Jack Simmons Samuels ------- Wilmington, Del. 
John Robert Harlan ___________ Wilmington, Del. Keith August Soderlund ----"----- Spartanburg 
Martin Francis Henricks ---------- - - - Clemson Gerald Rickenbaker Ulmer Ill -------- Varnville 
James Daniel Ivey ----------- - - - - - - Greenville 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Forest Products 
William Stuart Rabb Cameron Gerald Lee Stuckey, Jr. - ------- Moncks Corner 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Hubert Legree Amaker 11 ____________ Columbia Julie Kathrine Marsh - - - - ------ Hollywood, Fla. 
Jane Ellen Bail ey ---------------- Sanibel , Fla. Amy Marie Mayson --------- ------- Greenwood 
Sandy Eleese Baker ---------------- Darlington Clifton Shane McMahan __________ Westminster 
Jena Bowen Barnett - - --- ----------- Winnsboro 
Courtney Simmons Bell ------- Albemarle , N. C. 
James Scott Brackett ______________ Charleston 
Daniel Owen Brawley ---- ------------ Clemson 
Marian Lee Cameron - - --------- ------ Chester 
Kimberly Faith Evans ____________ Augusta , Ga. 
Jonathan Blair Foster ----------- ---- Anderson 
Gilbert Keith Gregory __________ Pensacola , Fla. 
*Ute Jamrozy _ Petersdorf-Tehmarn, W. Germany 
James William Jenkins _______________ Clemson 
Christopher Allyne Lattanze ____ Charlotte, N. C. 
*Laura Anne Mahoney ___________ Augusta, Ga. 
Rodney Gary Ott ------------- ---- Orangeburg 
Kri stin Leigh Palmer ------ -------- Honea Path 
David Henry Pate - --- --------------- Clemson 
Fred Wayne Pinion , Jr. -------------- Anderson 
Jill Marie Salansky --------- - - -- Hallstead, Pa. 
Anna Elizabeth Shealy - - - ----------- Batesburg 
Robert Andrew Siudzinski 
__________________ Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla. 
Katherine Stitt ----------------- Pittsburgh, Pll. 
Barbara Jane Walker - --- ------- ---- Greenville 
*Lars Ake Wennborg ______ Stockholm, Sweden 
Nathan Quent Wilbanks ------------- Longcreek 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
English 
Lisa Victoria Croft ____________________ Marion Whitney Cheryl Mizell _______________ Florence 
Marianna Lenore Hurley _____ Milledgeville, Ga. 
Susan Marie Lee - - ------ - ----------- Walhalla 
Anne Marie Lewis ---------------- St. Matthews 
John Leonard Taylor ------ ---------- Anderson 
Carol Anne Thompson - - ------------ Greenville 
History 
Robert James Cappello Spartanburg George Edward Schmauch, Jr. Macungie, Pa. 
Language and International Trade 
Tanya Lynn Avery -------- - ------------ Sumter *Cathl ene Marie Roby - - - - - ---------- Clemson 
Natalie Kay Conradi --- --------- Columbia, Md. Leah Kristine Valdez ----------- - - Atlanta, Ga. 
Michelle Linea Flynn ______________ Charleston 
Political Science 
Stephanie Rainey Harris --------- ---- Florence 
Kendall Houston Lemons ---- --- ---- Greenville 
Jack Douglas Schade _______ Fayetteville, N. C. 
Meri Suzanne Westbrook ----- --- - - ---- Pickens 
Elmo Wade Williams 11 - - ------ --- ---- Clemson 
Psychology 
Angela Marie Aliffl - - ------- - - - - - ---- Columbia * Sherry Moss Rhodes ------------- -- Anderson 
Leslie Elizabeth Carlson - --- - -- Alexandria, Va. ***Kornelia Ann Torbahn ----------- Greenville 
Christine Marie Lilore ------- - Parsippany, N. J. 
Valerie Michelle O' Brien - --------- -- Columbia 
Phillip Thurmond Payne --------------- Pickens 
Laura Christine Treherne ___________ Anderson 
*Laura Lynne Wright _______ Florham Park, N. J. 
Socio logy 
Dawn Renee Baggett ---------- - Moncks Corner Patrick O'Neal Williams - ------ - Lincolnton, Ga. 
Amanda Gale McAbee ----- ----------- Six Mile Ronald Keith Young ---- - ---------- Honea Path 
Wendy Dorothy Thomas ----------- - Charleston 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Polltical Science end Spanish 
*Kathryn Walker Bunting --- ------ Herndon, Va. 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Alisa Andrea Turner ----------- - - - Atlanta, Ga. 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Mathematical Sciences 
Charles Kelly Howard -------------- Greenville 
Zoology 
Erik Allen Frankwich - ------ -- West Mifflin, Pa. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Chemistry 
Regina Elizabeth Shealy ----------- ---- Saluda 
Computer Information Systems 
Catherine Ann Ballard ----------- - - - Greenville ••susan Long Raines ----------- ------ Taylors 
*David Brian Elder -------------- Cornelia, Ga. 
Computer Science 
*Terry Irene DaVita --- - -------- ------ Seneca Mark Girard Paulonis - ------- ----- Ridge, N. Y. 
Almeta Hill Kilgo ---- --------- Charlotte, N. C. Robert Nelson Tutterow ----- - - --- Simpsonville 
Mathematical Sciences 
Daniel Allan DeToma, Jr. --------- Summerville 
••stephen Kern Fenstermacher ·---------- Aiken 
Kathleen Mary McManus --------- -- Prosperity 
Frank Jackson Munn --------- - ------ Lancaster 
*Paul Albert Reneke - ---------------- Clemson 
Medical Technology 
Lori Ann Poore - - - - - - ----------------- Belton Teresa Paulette Pruitt-Price ------- Campobello 
Microbiology 
Kelvin Alvelton Anderson --- --------- Columbia •••usa Ann Lewis ------------- Frostburg, Md. 
Christopher Lee Bourne ----------- Akron, Ohio Karen Alicia Olson - - ----------- Macungie, Pa. 
Physics 
Ronald David Beakley JI ----------- - Greenville 
Pre-Professional Studies 
Forest Reed Pagett -------------- Elberton, Ga. **Douglas Glenn Smith ----------- St. Matthews 
Zoology 
James Michael Brown -------- ------ Greenville Tina Lynn Ward - - ----------------- Charleston 
Raymond Henry Novak ---'---------- Greenville 
*Cum Jaude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum Jaude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better In the six to 
twelve credits of honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. 
They have maintained a minimum GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an 
honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. 
Historical State1nent 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; but circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a 
southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agri-
culture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-1852) 
and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860). 
As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry, 
and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the founding of 
the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership 
in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, 
a political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of American Foresters, 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Accreditation Board. for 
Engineering and Technology, and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus 
and at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University 
is also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
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